
Turning machine data into business insights

Manage every aspect of your 
security. Use our powerful query, 
correlation and reporting tool, 
create dashboards to keep you 
informed in real-time about your 
most important information, and 
monitor your systems and users’ 
activity and moactivity and more.

Complement 
your 
SIM/SIEM



Logtrust specializes in offering real-time BigData 
solutions that allow the integration, management 
and easy visualization of all the data generated by 
an organization to obtain operational and 
business intelligence. Logtrust’s mission is to 
democratize real-time BigData analysis tools for 
companies of all sizes and sectors, enabling them 
to maximito maximize their business value with security 
intelligence, infrastructure monitoring, 
compliance, customer behavior and business 
monitoring solutions.

Logtrust gathers machine data 
from your systems, applications, 
business infrastructure and devices 
to create a secure information 
environment, enabling you to 
receive alerts, make correlations, 
queries and intelligence analysis in 
real-time.real-time.

Logtrust can aggregate any 
machine data, from infrastructure 
to business, making it possible to 
address any concern from security 
to compliance, monitoring and 
business intelligence in one 
single platform.

IntegrIntegrate your company logs and 
even those of your SIM/SIEM with 
Logtrust and increase your 
correlation possibilities while 
raising your security levels.

Logtrust’s Cloud based model has taken the best 
of the Cloud in terms of price and scalability to 
offer a holistic solution that will allow clients to 
manage their logs in a secure way, in and from 
the Cloud, with no limits on the source of the 
data, its volume, or the geographical location. 
Logtrust also offers hybrid cloud and on-premise 
models to meet specific customer needs.models to meet specific customer needs.

Logtrust’s solution collects logs (from 
infrastructure, networks, applications and 
business tools) to create a secure information 
environment where the client can receive alerts, 
run correlations and query the data in real-time, 
giving them the means to address all security 
concerns, meet different  compliancy 
requirequirements and monitor and analyze business 
metrics on a single platform.

SOLUTION OVERVIEW



By integrating with Logtrust, you will obtain:

High availability of your data. Store 
your data in one or various remote 
locations, always knowing where it is 
(we will only use the infrastructure 
of your chosen datacenter) and that 
it is secure (sent using Digital Cert 
X509v3 double authentication from 
client and server and encclient and server and encrypted).

In case of SIM/SIEM failure, you will 
be able to recover your logs without 
ever missing a single event and your 
data will be immediately available 
for you to query, correlate and 
analyze.

Alternative query mechanisms. Take 
advantage of our advanced and powerful 
query system. With Logtrust, all your 
information will be always available online 
(we can program multiple retention periods 
for different kinds of information) for 
endless consultation.

YYou will be able to consult all your logs as if 
they were on a database (SQL), regardless 
of what your daily volume is or whether 
you’re storing a week, a month or even 10 
years’ worth of data.

MaMake historical queries (queries on data 
from previous years) without increasing 
your consultation periods or needing to 
load a backup. We can store, organize 
information and keep it online for your 
reference and queries without affecting 
performance.

Handle malformed log formHandle malformed log formats. In Logtrust, 
you can use them even if one of the fields 
doesn’t match the defined format.

And more...

Correlation processes. Our service offers additional capabilities that can help you make correlation 
and choose alerts that your SIM/SIEM doesn't offer. At Logtrust we don’t only use simple correlation 
rules; we take one step further with our Correlation Streams such as regressive analysis, regional and 
seasonal patterns and the highest levels of expressivity within our correlation engine.

We have three kinds of intelligence mechanisms you can take advantage of while doing your 
correlations:

   •  Internal Intelligence. Developed by Logtrust technicians as part of the standard service.
    •  Industrial Intelligence. vertical correlation libraries for each type of business, developed with   
           the collaboration of selected end users within each industry.
   •  Collective Intelligence. A platform where you can define and model what you consider to be 
           a security, availability or compliance problem. These models can be shared for free or based 
           on an alternative retribution model.

Multi-client alerts. Due to our technology and the way we implement it, you will be protected from 
and be informed of any threats that have not yet “attacked” you, but could be imminent, such as:
If we detect a few If we detect a few attacks on online stores from a Korean ISP, it’s probable that many more are at 
risk. Why should connections from this ISP be permitted if no one from Korea has previously visited 
your business?

Brake borders. Ensure the safety of your international structure without incurring in international 
licensing, regional storage infrastructure, servers... With Logtrust you can receive alerts, make 
correlations, queries and intelligence analysis at a local, regional and international level.

SSLA validation. You can use our platform to measure your infrastructures level of availability, as well 
as those of your SIM/SIEM and make sure they are working properly and meet your needs.
This may be of particular importance if your service is provided by a third party, your security is 
managed by a MSSP or simply outsourced.
You will have the confidence that your outsourcer is doing their job with the quality that your 
business requires.
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Real-time. Everything is done in real-time: from 
event collection, to the query, correlation, 
dashboard updates and delivery of alerts and 
reports.

For all infrastructures. In-house, mixed 
infrastructure or in the cloud, even if the customer 
is using multiple datacenters.

Pure SaaSPure SaaS. You decide where you want to keep 
your data, Logtrust will only use the infrastructure 
of your chosen datacenter to collect, store, consult 
and correlate your data.

Available in minutes. Up and running in a matter of 
minutes.

No time degradation. It doesn’t matter if the 
information has been stored for 10 years or 10 
seconds, this will not affect the efficiency of your 
search and queries.

Define different retention periods for different 
kinds of information, thus making it easy to comply 
with many laws and regulations at the same time. 

Easy integrationEasy integration. Logtrust provides several 
mechanisms to integrate your systems and 
applications.

Dedicated Apps that answer to specific 
requirements within the market.

Custom DashboardsCustom Dashboards. You can create as many 
dashboards as you need and obtain real-time 
visibility for your most relevant information.

Open API’s. All the services are designed to be 
interoperable with third party software.

Advanced graphics and visual correlation.

IInformation in the palm of your hand. Access 
your account and receive real-time alerts on your 
iPhone, iPad or any Android application.

Secure information transmission. Sent using 
double authentication from client and server 
(Digital Cert X509v3) and encrypted.

Social intelligenceSocial intelligence. An ecosystem that allows users 
to share their knowledge.  

KEY FEATURES
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